PUSHING ME AWAY
As recorded by Linkin Park
(From the 2000 Album [HYBRID THEORY])

Words and Music by Linkin Park

All gtrs. are in dropped-D tuning one half step down (low to high: Db Ab Db Gb Bb Eb).

[A] Intro

Moderate Rock \( \frac{d}{d} = 103 \)

N.C.(E5)

Gtr I \( \text{f} \) (w/clean tone, chorus and reverb)

Gtr II \( \text{f} \) (w/dist tone)

Gtr III \( \text{mp} \) (w/dist tone)
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(2nd time on D.S.) To Coda
(2nd time on D.S.S.) To Dbl. Coda

A5      B5      D5     A5      B5     D5(type 2)
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